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What Is Strategy?

• How a business creates value for its customers
• The key questions

– Who? – customer focus
– What? – products/services
– How? – processes/procedures to deliver

• Doing the right thing (doing things right is 
operations)



What is strategy?
• Strategy is….

– Looking longer term
– Capitalizing on change
– A stream of decisions
– Focused on a purpose
– Managing strategic risks
– Creating a unique and valuable position
– Choosing what not to do



Successful

Strategy

Long-term, 
simple and 

agreed 
objectives

Profound 
understanding of 
the competitive 

environment

Objective 
appraisal of 
resources

Common Elements in Successful Strategy

EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION
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Looking Outside the Business
Identifying 
Key Drivers

Shaping the 
Drivers

Anticipating
changes in 
Drivers and 
impacts on 
the industry

Capitalizing
on changes 
in drivers



Exercise



The Business Climate: Our What to 
Watch List
1. Trade and attitudes toward trade 
2. Macro conditions but particularly growth globally and in U.S. 
3. Interest rate policy and inflation 
4. M&A and technology development in ag
5. Tax policy 
6. Farm policy
7. Farm financial conditions
8. How long will global surpluses persist 
9. Global political hotspots – i.e., Middle East 
10. Sustainability 



The Longer Term
Fundamental Transformation of the Food System

1. Chain Reversal – From Supply Chains to Demand Chains
2. Combinatorial Technology Explosion – From Sustaining 

Innovation to Disruptive Innovation
3. What Dominates Who! – From Firm/Stage Efficiency to 

Linkages and System Performance
4. Biological Manufacturing – From “Growing Stuff” to Precision 

Production
5. Digitization of Everything (IoT) – From Hard Assets to Data 

and Information the Critical/Essential Resource



STRATEGIC POSITIONING FOR 
SUSTAINABLE COMPETITIVE 

ADVANTAGE



Strategic Positioning

• How do you create value for your customer 
and profit for you?

• Are you a low-cost leader?
• Are you a differentiator through product 

innovation or customer intimacy?
• What is your focus if you are a commodity 

producer? A differentiated product producer?
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Strategic Position

Successful businesses will answer a fundamental 
question:

• Where will my firm focus its
resources and its passion?



Strategic Position

• Is the way a firm goes to market.
• Is the fundamental way the firm creates value for 

the customer.
• Is the passion of the organization.
• Drives the organization’s resource investment 

decisions.
• Is built around the firm’s core competencies, the 

firm’s primary skills and sources of competitive 
advantage.



Positioning Options

• Example of Possible Positions in an
Agricultural Production Firm

– Low-cost, bulk commodity producer
– Customer-oriented specialty products producer
– Full-service, consumer-focused custom farming 

operation
– Efficient, partnership-focused contract animal feeder
– Technology-focused, cutting-edge animal breeder



Commodity Strategy
• Production Emphasis – the focus is primarily on production activities 

rather than marketing or finance
• Manufacturing Mentality – the science and systematic process of 

producing food products rather than the art of raising commodities is 
emphasized

• Low Cost Producer – cost control is critical to being competitive in a 
commodity business

• Large Scale Operation – larger scale operations generally have cost 
advantages over smaller scale units

• Outsource Resources – land is rented; machinery is leased or custom 
hired

• Open/Impersonal Markets – markets are open to all who meet gross 
commodity product standards at publicly known prices

• Downside Price Risk – excess worldwide production can result in 
significant downward price movements

• Independent Decision-Making - the traditional independent farmer 
provides most of the managerial and other resources and makes most of 
the decisions



Differentiation Strategy
• End-user Focus – the focus is on a final consumer or food processors needs 

rather than commodities
• Distribution/Marketing Mentality – marketing and distribution decisions 

and expectations of consumers are as (or more) important than production 
considerations

• Value-Added Production – the additional revenue to be gained by further 
processing and distribution is emphasized

• Smaller Scale Operation – a focus on a segmented consumer market and 
niche markets allows and encourages small scale, more nimble and flexible 
producers

• Insource (own) Resources – more land and other resources are owned 
because the scale of operation is not beyond the financial resource base of the 
smaller producer

• Negotiated Markets – responding to consumer needs and  producing 
products with specific attributes requires more direct communication throughout 
the chain

• Relationship Risk - contracts can be terminated and alliances severed 
unexpectedly

• Interdependent Decision-Making – the negotiated linkages with 
suppliers and processors reduces independence and forces joint, 
interdependent decision-making                                                                                                  



Dimensions of Positioning

• Product Innovation
• Customer Intimacy
• Operational Excellence
• Supply Chain Linkages



What value 
do you 
create/offer 
and how is it 
different 
than your 
competitors? 



What do you do to create value? 



How Do You Think About a Strategy, 
Business Plan, or Model
• A tool I find useful is the business model 

canvas which is described in the book 
Business Model Generation, by Alexander 
Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur

• This tool was developed primarily for 
entrepreneurs starting new businesses but is 
also useful for thinking about your current and 
future business/model and strategy



Cost Structure Revenue Streams 

Break-Even Point

Partners Customer 
Segments

Value PropositionActivities Customer 
Relationships

ChannelsResources

The Business Model – for good explanation see 
http://www.businessmodelalchemist.com/videos
http://ecorner.stanford.edu/authorMaterialInfo.html?mid=2875

How do you 
create value 
for the 
customer?

http://www.businessmodelalchemist.com/videos
http://ecorner.stanford.edu/authorMaterialInfo.html?mid=2875


The Strategic Choices – Playing to Win*

• What is our winning aspiration?
• Where will we play?
• How will we win?
• What capabilities must be in place?
• What management systems are required?

*Lafley and Martin



An integrated cascade of choices



Strategy
What are the key elements of my business strategy?  If 
following a low cost strategy, what factors are central to 
achieving a low cost of production? If following a 
differentiation strategy what factors are central to 
effective differentiation (customers willing to pay more for 
my products)? Write a short description of the key 
elements of your low cost or differentiation strategy. 

1.

2.



Risks to Strategy
One of the key determinants of business success is being 
able to effectively adapt strategy to changes in the 
marketplace.  Identify two key risks to you current 
business strategy and what steps you will take to monitor 
and modify your strategy going forward.

1.

2.



Resource Allocation 

What are two things that I should explore 
outsourcing to others?  They are not critical to 
my current strategy and consume 
disproportionate amounts of resources (capital, 
management, labor).  
1.  

2.



IMPLEMENTING STRATEGY



Implementing Strategy and Assessing 
Strategic Risk
• What business/enterprise focus will you have?
• Will you grow your business and how?
• What marketing and channel linkages will you 

develop?
• What financial/organizational structure will 

you use for your business?
• What strategic risks will you face and how will 

you manage them?



Key Strategic Decisions

 Business Enterprise Focus
– Product
– Production/process technology

 Growth/Downsizing
– Focus/specialize
– Intensify/modernize
– Expand
– Diversify
– Replicate
– Integrate
– Network
– Delay/wait and see
– Downsize



Key Strategic Decisions

Marketing and Channel Linkages
– Sourcing and purchasing resources
– Merchandising and selling products/services

Financial/Organizational Structure
• Business/legal choices
• Leasing options
• Equity sources
• Debt decisions/instruments



Key Strategic Decisions

 Social Responsibility - Sustainability
Managerial Style/Lifestyle

– Learning new skills
– Time/labor contribution
– Risk/stress level and attitudes
– Living expenditures



Growth: The Challenges and 
Opportunities



Ten Growth Questions

1. Why Grow? And why not?
– Reduce costs
– Bring in new family members
– Invest cash
– More resources/responsibility



Ten Growth Questions

2. What are my options to grow?
– More acres/livestock units
– Other stages of the value chain
– Diversify or specialize



Expansion

Focus

Intensify Expand

Diversify

Replicate

Integrate

Network

Phase I
Phase II

Figure 1. Strategic Growth Options



Focus

• Specialize to be more efficient
• More important with increased complexity
• Grow from the core
• Maybe outsource some activities



Intensify 

• Increase throughput
• Improve asset utilization (asset turnover)
• Work/machinery flow scheduling
• 24/7 operations



Expand

• Capture size economies
• Capture buying advantages
• Become a qualified supplier
• Expand to minimum efficient size (MES)



Expansion

Focus

Intensify Expand

Diversify

Replicate

Integrate

Network
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Phase II

Figure 1. Strategic Growth Options



Replicate

• Multi-plant expansion strategy
• Manage the foot print
• Geographic diversification (North-South)
• Size to largest combine/planter
• Self contained pods



Network

• Capture further buying or selling advantages
– Preferred customer
– Preferred supplier

• Leverage “learning”



Integrate

• Manage quantity disruptions/flow scheduling
• Reduce market access risk
• Improve supply chain product/information 

flows
• Capture more margin?



Diversify

• Reduce risk exposure
• Exploit synergies
• Maximize resource use
• Spread too thin?



Ten Growth Questions

3. What strategic issues should influence my 
growth choices?
– Market potential
– Competencies/capabilities
– Competition



Ten Growth Questions
4.  How should growth ventures be evaluated?

– Strategic fit
– Expected annual earnings
– Risk
– Capitalization
– Entry/exit
– Value creation
– Management
– Portfolio mix



Ten Growth Questions

5.  What skills and competencies do I need to 
grow?

– More limiting than capital
– Spread too thin
– Develop management capacity before you 

buy/build



Ten Growth Questions
6.  How do I finance the growth of my 
operation?

– Equity
• Retained earnings
• Investor partners

– Debt
• Longer term
• Principal deferral
• Interest only

– Lease
– Joint venture



Ten Growth Questions
7. What business model do I use to grow?

– Organic
– Merger and acquisition
– Franchise
– Partnership/joint venture
– Service provider
– Outsourcer
– Investor
– Ag entrepreneur



Ten Growth Questions

8. How will expansion impact my current 
operation?

– Improved efficiency/lower cost
– Better asset utilization/turnover
– Diversion of attention/oversight



Ten Growth Questions

9. What are the start-up/scale-up challenges?
– Construction delays
– Cash flow shortages
– Depleted working capital
– Operational inefficiencies
– Management bottlenecks



Ten Growth Questions

10. What is my sustainable growth rate?
– Earnings/rate of return
– Withdrawals
– Retained earnings/savings
– Debt use/leverage



Managing Your Farm Business in 
Turbulent Times: Ten Key Principles



10 Key Principles 
1. Create value for your customer
2. Focus on a strategy
3. Increase asset utilization (asset turnover)
4. Increase margins
5. Grow volume/sales
6. Manage money/capital
7. Use time efficiently
8. Manage operating risk
9. Get smart
10. Think like a CEO 



Create Value for Your Customer

• Understand your customer and his/her 
benefits

• Differentiate on service (quality, storage, JIT 
delivery)

• Value-enhanced products(?)



Focus on a Strategy

• Operational excellence
• Customer intimacy
• Product/process innovation



Increase Asset Utilization (asset 
turnover)
• Lease rather than buy
• Joint venture/share machinery
• Outsource/custom farm
• 24 hour/day operations (use autosteer)



Increase Margins

• Cost control
• Buy right
• Best management practices/technology
• Timeliness
• Market rather than price



Grow Volume/Sales

• Increase productivity
• More volume with less investment
• Joint venture for size/volume to get market 

access



Manage Money/Capital

• Leasing vs buying
• Use debt (cheaper than equity)



Use Time Efficiently

• Focus on management
• Hire skilled employees
• Use scheduling/work-flow planners
• Develop SOPs (standard operating procedures)



Manage Operating Risk

• Higher cash costs and land rents
• Increased margin compression and margin risk
• Price products and inputs at same time
• Contract and forward price
• Less operating risk          more debt            higher ROE



Get Smart

• Use consultants
• Network with successful farm and non-farm 

business managers
• Develop management skills



Think like a CEO

– People
– Money
– Relationships
– Strategy
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